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h.JnUO d !!QJ:i!ll 

This paper represents another example of the use of chiral 

type quantum theory for describing the low-energy scattering of 

elementary particles. The results on such an approach of previ

ous papers devoted to description of the low-energy ~~ scatter

ing and calculation of the pion form factor are in a good 

agreement with the existing experimental data l-4 

Before to proceed to the subject of this paper we would 

remind the main advantages of the chiral type quantum theory 

as compared to the conventional approach of field theory of 

strong interactions. The first and major advantage of the chiral 

theory is due to fulfilling of the low-energy theorems and 

correct d"scription of the soatterin~ amplitude behaviour in the 

low-energy limit. The next rather· important feature of this 

theory consists in that both the pion-pion interactions and 

the pion-nucleon interactions are expreRsed through one emil the 

same pion decay constant .c-;- = 92 MeV. Th:ls latter feature 

appears to be very useful in constructinr, perturbation theory 

as it makes it e&sy to select the total set of diagrams contai

ning both the pion vertices and the pion-nucleon ones to a given 

order of perturbation expansion in .i/~ • The third impor-

tant feature of the chiral theory is that in de,;cribing the 

low-energy processes in thisfueory there arises a specific ener-

gy scale equal to Lj 5Y /-;.-. _,..,_ 1.2 GeV. It is just the scale 

which allows one to construct the perturbation theory even when 

strong inter~otions are involved. It is only necessary that 
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cmergi8s under c:,,_~:'.':l'"l'"l~:- are essentially lower than the above 

Lndj Ci',': ed 1 tmit. For the 'i: 'if scattering this scale has first 

been dL;covered by Brc"'lll anr\ Goble 5 a.11d also by Lehmann 1 • 

Ac. Vlill be seen from this pape:::- 1 in the process j"(--'> YYW 

the s·une energy scale aijain arises x • Finally, the last advanta

~e o: the chiral theory consists in that for the case of presence 

of ultravtolet di7ergences which cannot be removed by standard 

r1ethods a.: the renor:nali?.able field theory the nonpolynomial 

form of I,agr<Cn,;ian admits of the use of the superpropagator 

rnethori to regularize dj.agrams of such a type. We met similar 

phenomena in describine the )r)if scattering and calculating 

the pion form factor. '!'he process r r ~ )9fif ) we are here 

r1ealiw; v1ith 1 is of interest also because of that for its 

description it turns out to be sufficient to employ the conven

tiona1. methods of the renormalizable field theory when calculating 

the seconil-order pel'turbation expansion connected with the one

-loop app-oximation. 

In the next section we shall write chiral-type quantum 

Lctgrangian in the Gursey exponential parametrization. The mass 

term will be taken also in a form suggested by Gursey. An 

interaction with the electromagnetic field is introduced in the 

standard gauee-invarinnt way. As the superpropagator methods 

xNote that all calculations have been performed up to now in 

the two first orders in the constant iJ/:wz • The seeand-order 

contribution was throughout considerably smaller than the first

order one at low energies 1~ • 
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will not be used here, we shall consider only the lowest orders of 

the total chiral Lagrang:lan. 

At the end of the section we present the general form of 

the rr~w~~r scattering amplitude in the two first orders of 

perturbation theory. 

In the third section a contribution is found to the 

scattering amplitude from the diagrams with the pion loops. It 

proves to be finite and is an elementary function of /?:: (/1 "'jl;): 

In the fourth section a contribution from the pion-nucleon 

interactions is calculated. Here only the terms proportional to 

the photon momenta squared are kept as other te:::-ms are small 

( of the type of {tttr;;/M"')Jtt, 1'2 "" 1,2,3 ). It is into:::-estin:c 

to note that at threshold energies the contribution to the rr---w·,-
amplitude from the pion loops is nearly the same as 

the nucleon loops. For the j(---'li"Yi"amplitude the 

that from 

contribution 

from the nucleon loops appears to be zero whereas that from the 
I,_-

pion loops is two times larger than for the process fr--. Yi Yt 

In the last sections the hyperon contribution and the pion 

polarizability are calculated and the obtained results are 

discussed. 

2. !.niS~lli!Ut~B~!!&M.iill£...!hL# .- 5+-~-__§ll_El~ 

A chiral - type Laerangian taken in the Gursey exponential 

parameterization 7 has the form x ---------------
x All the notations used hereafter follow the monograph 

by N.Bogplubov and D.Shirkov 
8 
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Lt~rrJ = ~v:J'v- /'1V t'JfOI-ti- f/Jyf -~- (1) 

,~,;,"?"" r? ·f'~ < ~/0 ~ ft < f ;j ,, ,. tAt/ cj,1c-y/r 1t:-J~/ f7;7/tJf}j /11,( --- ' yCJ?'", 

where y/ is a nucleon field of mass /'1 -Cj? is a pion 

field of mass /11 , ;;_ = 92 MeV. The interaction with 

electromagnetic field /1JU is introduced in the usual gauge

invariant way 

'~ ' /l / I · L7 f ,.y:. ,,, r 
c:/H ~ - :/'" ~ rIc? /(/>1 T~Y ; 

~p'-' __. '~f/Cf' T &~ 0;q,f !?6'~ 

rrherc E3 Cl/ is the antisymmetric tensor, 

charge. 
e is the proton 

( 2) 

Since we shall not use the super:propagator methods for 

calcalat infr the !' r _,. 'i/9;' amplitude in the one-loop approxima

tion, it suffices to know only the lowest orders of perturba

tion expansion of the chiral Lagrangian in order to ~rform the 

required calculations. 

Note should be made that in the perturbation expansion 

order of interest for us- ~~-Z the only term of Lagrangian 
~ 

(1), dependent on the choice of a form of the chiral Lagrangian 

is the mass term x • 

x A discussion of possible arbitrariness ~ a choice of the 
mass term of :.agrangian (l) can be found in Appendtx I. 

6 

Tn deriving the lowest orders from Lagrangian (1) one 

should remember' that the low-ener 8Y theorems require a definite 

renormalization of the :pion-nucleon vertice~>. This problem iR 

dis cussed in more detail in :papers by Lehmann 1 b, c ( see also 9 ) • 

We write here all 'the lowest orders of chiral J,agranginn (1), which 

are of further need for our calculations, takinr, account of 

renormalization of the :pion~nucleon vertices 

L~s-> = -(,u;r:,·tjF'fr[).iff- ~t:<cjJ::l 

. - ')fi- <- I/'?- <. t?A " ' J < "z ' L 
A • 

Y'/1 = ~~·(f:tc' {jf-Cj1<' f}J. "£~ ·ft{J +f(::J, 

-r - n /1 .,ry.l" :i+'Y-.3/J 
o(.,y/.11 - - c /!,/)( ''f-"r] T T ' 1 

.r'(i}- !;11'1. -;-, -+~; _p(.l) :::0 if11 ·Jd~~: 
tJ0 f/1/ - ;-. ' t;J rf,- r;-I? y ' / o(.y?~/ .2 [:1 y 'I' t;' ; 

~ ~ 

where f/;1 = 1. 25 is the renormalization constant. 

Now let us proceed to constructing the /(_,.1171 

(Ja) 

(Jb) 

(:lc) 

(Jd) 

amplitude • This amplitude drawn in Fig,l is defined as follows 

('1ir;o1)91'(;~JI~IrfA/'/f)JA/J/1) = 4{" ;:~·( jlJ,j"..·l fr, ct·) / 

MV 
t;t c./" 5 •' 

~ 1e ' 

(4) 

4-:' / 

where tf1 1 
'/:z are the photon momenta 7 (~ '; E ~ -

z 
photon polarizations, 0, lJ,- the :pion momenta, a, b- their iso

f-.~.;r.t. 
1-c-T ..f1,; 

to:pic indices. The amplitude I Oft? breaks into two independent 
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gauge-invariant parts·( see e.g. lo ) • Leaving aside the general 

form of this covariant amplitude we only write down that form 

which is obtained in the two first orders of perturbation theory 

(e:t e"/ t) 
) /~ 

r_-:o11 ,; = te 2( d_.d --J. J.d)fa~'~v- ;7/;j- E!"fl!' t Y('<t.ft"'dt7 -d"'d/'~)x 
ct1:1 t:To -'"' ->v '/} h'lt j.JJ'!z 0 0 flU 11 U 

(5) 

xjj/r;;J('!ffr) +-J3f4 'J]j -r It f 2 J;q J;; /!Jft,;tft tJ:z -f}J'.ift?) _f 191)/tftf.-) · 

Here ( = ( /;91 /;,}-:Z is the inverse square of that energy scale 

which was said about in the Introduction, three first terms in 

braces are the Born terms ( see Fig. 2), j3 ('11} ( {t '(,z) is the 

pion loop contribution ( Fig. J), j3 ( ;</) is the nucl e on-lOOJl 

contribution (Fig.4). Only the constant terms arc kept in· .f(t.i) 

because other terms are small in the region under consideration 

( of the type 0 ( ~z) or o ( 1!.1J) ). Moreover, jn (5': 
/'1 t1 /1 j 

there are omitted the terms proportional tc tf1 and tj; 
as (Cf~ ,!'

1
) = ('fz C;:) = o . The equalities '/t..z. = 'f/ = c?, 

j/: f/ = m 2 are t.aken into account here, as well. Bearing in mind 

all the aforesaid we obtain for j3 r<ii} ( 1:1 i.r) and /I;./) 

the following expressions 

1wJ .t m• zm-< -t ~-~ ~ ~ . -fy2 
j3 (tftfL) =(I-31d) CftC/Ljco.ff(t; -/) - i}' 

(6) 

j3(.N'} = i :r.: ':::' f,C'f 

(7) 

Now we will demonstrate in what manner these quantities are 

calculated. 
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J • !.!! !L_ I!! 2.!!=12.2l? ....2 2.!!i!::!llli llsm (e~;:.e). 
" 

The contribution to the amplitude 
~ j>f,/ 

I?;; from the 

pion-loop diagrams drawn in Fig.J is calculated as follows. 

The quadratic ultraviolet divergences entering into the 

integrals can be eliminated by transfering derivatives of the 

integrands to the exponents dependent on external momenta. The 

"contracted" diagrams arising in this procedure, of the type 

drawn in Fig.5 can be ruled out of the consideration as these can 

give only the constant contributions to the amplitude and 

the latter ones are required to be zero due to gauge invariance x 

Finally it turns out that the remaining in the integrands 

logarithmic divergences cancel if the contributions from two-vertex 

and three-vertex diagrams are calculated together. 

Let us now demonstrate the way of this procedure. We begin 

with considering the two-vertex pion diagram. Using interaction 

Lagrangian (Ja) and (Jb) for the matrix element corresponding 

to dfEram (Ja) one can get the following expression 

/I = e.e (E-tq) (/ ; f . . 

:t (xwJc tv'r'/~f';l'/'t;-< ;;t!J1 tiY_te (ft 9'-tJX1-
1
1f1.r

1
f'.tJx:t x (a) 

f'r:· ~ .t72 1 / ;1-IJ(.f):t/.. ;.·r/l) l7.tZ 
X!d_IJ1fo)~o_Jm.J'dfxr-X,t}t- ]f)l/fli ~ Ll //1 -1)- ~ "4fx1 -X.z); J . 

x Note that considering the infinite set of such loops in all 
the perturbation expansion orders of {~/~) with the use of 
the superpropagator method also results in zero contribution 
from these diagrams 11 • 

10 

Here L1 ( l 1 - X .z ) is the propagator of a free scalar 

field of mass m • Index (2) of the derivative means that it 

• Transfering then the derivatives onto operates on x2 
e -/ff/L+fl,.J~i and omitting the terms having the d- function 

Jflr)(xrX.:) in the integrand ( "contracted" diagram's) we obtain 

_ t . ,.,,) , ., ~--___:tf::__:~K.:...._--:----;--: , .t ~or filir _ ~ 2 . (9) ~ = _, y;z e '( .::1-~ ! L ~r.z sm !m'-/t'lfil'-il]/11t2-(K-t;;·J2-Fl]. 

In a similar way one can find for the three-vertex diagran 

( Fig.Jb) the expression 

- · R .r y...n" ~ z a A:' .K K - 1a /? .If ,; (10) 
--t-e tA .--m . /(z fil {f * {'/'t<f;_ .3 tj [/1?2 -K2-tlj[1!2Z-(k+fj).Z..UJ[I7lL(R-'ff)/tj 

It is easy to see that only the logarithmic divergences remain 

in integrals (9) and (10). Now we combine both the integrals ~nd 
/J (In) 

consider the integral /7 J'lll ( C/t '/r) 
(11) 

!l.(m) _ ( dt;~ ( .J'f"·~ YK/'K" j 
.1"1 11 (tjfft) -; im2 -(K+'!ft'-tlj[m'*-f.t/-t'lj L 1 m 2 -K2 -i<f . 

It appears that this integral does not contain the loF,artihmic 

divergences either. To be convinced of this, let u:1 c<:tlcul~te 

~) fl.~ /f.rv in tr.e case tft = </.t = 0 • It is just tltat pa:rt of Jf<lwhere 

the logarithmic divergences can be expected to appear. It is 

of the form 

fl ;';'kJ = i m:f""1t'm ;f) t' -FA-id 1/P~rlt)(J-~~) -t/JI~rl~rlt./iJ!i-f~ j}t.12) 
e~(! t' 

lq. {12) is hold, 1f we go to lillit f = o at the eDd or the 

ula /I (WIJ our oalo t1o.us. lfote, that ./1• ( o) is required to be 

sero due to gauge 1JrnariaDae also. 

II 



':Che lnte~ral (11) is exactly calculated by a method given 

in 12 ( see Appendix in 12 ). As a result we have 

( z (lJ) 1 ~ r. p,; ; /V~ z;· t - Yj } /!, m'(c;, C(;) ~ tYi.t ~ ft1r1L 1z ~ !m ctPd4 /JI7t _ 1 ) '" _ 1 
_,A v i '{t r~ c;, C/1 a ( CJJC/,e 'j . 

rrrj' /"J 
Thus the contribution to the amplitude (w+fr) from the pion 

loops drawn in Fig.J may be thought to be completely calculated, 

Up to now we have considered the process of photon 

~nnihilation with production of charged pions. The contribution 

froo pion loops to the amplitude for the neutral-pion production 

nill be two times larger than for charged pions and o+' the same 

"len. Vlriting the obtained result for the amplitude in a 

fo1'm r.imilar to (5) we arrive at formula (6) for the function 

j3 (W}(tftCft) .. 

'.7e would like to note here one important property of the obtai

~wd function. With increasing energy ~=Jtfttf,e from zero to the 

thres?wld of two-pion production this function rapidly varies and 

even changes its sign, At tf
1 

t7z :::() it equals to 

(14) 

j3 (»! (o) = - f/.3 

At the threshold value of argument c;'tCfz =Jm 1 it increa-

..303 nine times in magnitude and changes its sign: 

firw)(.zmt) = f [ :~- t} z 1 (15) 

With this we cooplete the discuc;sion of the pion-loop contribution 

and pyoceed to consideying the nucleon diagrams, 

12 

1 

' 

4. :Th~nUQ.illn-lQ.Q£-.£2!!1!!.~ ( f')~.::). 

The dominant contribution to the / 0 .... w+.w-amplitude 

comes from the three-vertex diagram with the nucleon loop dravm 
_, .;? (1) 

in Fig. 4a. Using the Lagrangians ~ yJ )7 and c( if' V ( see 

eqs. (Jc) and (Jd) ) we obtain for the corresponding matrix ele

ment the expression 

!3 = t'J>iffe't-M)z q;v ( ft}:)- fJ/'V</tCf.z -r/r!'lJifHj. (16) 

All the integrals in (16) again converge and the whole expression 
(1'1) 

(16) has the gauge-invariant form. Indeed, .fl_;v!V (ft1-<) is 

the same function as we have found for two-pion loops (formula 

(11) ) with the only difference that the nucleon masses /'1 

enter here instead of the pion masses In • The ftmction 

.fi(M) corresponds to the triangle loop with scalar parU.cles 

of mass 11 

Jl(M) • = r d~ 
(fttf;.) / fl'1t-Kz-t't.7fl1-<-rr+f,J1-it}/J12-tY·pr·-tr.. 

(17) 

Since the higher-order terms of expansion of these functions 

in powers of ( rj 1/.t) have the fo:rm of (Cft'fZ/ /'12 ) /1 , 

we may take with good accuracy only the first terms of such 

an expansion. Then we get 

a ::;:;- 8' :Z :Z .;.)'1V(. fiV v ""') 
1-1 . 3 ~/1 t? (f 0b i 'If '11 - 91 c;'.i 

(18) 

13 



Consider next the four-vertex diagram drawn in Fig.4b. Unlike 

the previous diagram, in this case we meet the logarithmic 

divergences in the corresponding integrals and the finite part 

of the matrix element has no longer the gauge-invariant form. 

To obtain the finite gauge-invariant result the diagram (4b) 

must be oo nsidered together with the whole set of diagrams 

shown in Fig.6. 

Without detailing the calculations, we give here the 

matrix elements corresponding to every of these diagrams allow

ing for all possible transpositions of the external lines. 

The matrix elements corresponding to the diagrams drawn in Figs. 

4b, 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d are denoted by letters C,D,F,G and H. 

Then we get 

/)=-~:? :Z ..J..fttlf:·.)-1,; olfl ,._r J oJ J'fJ _1111/, ~a/, ,I\Kl9) 
'- j !/11 e(f ttt ( (/ tfdi-% 'It +Af/L!; +;,;,.. --J em - -7ftn, 11Pj ; 

If( ) . b 1'1-<i:t cl~ ~~mM =t- ---~~~----~-~ 
/ fi1:Z I f/'1'-1!~-ll}[/'1%- (R-jJ1)"'-Il) 

where 

(20) 

V =-}jje~f#~fl"(m.t-.ifm,HJ) 1 

(21) 

P + C + fl = J f!) e'l' t~" f;;./;';_/ + ?//'.~). 

Collecting together all the matrix elements corresponding 

to the considered diagrams with nucleon loops and representing 

them in a form similar to formulae (4) and (5) the value given 

by (7) is found for the quantity J3 f ,N). 

Consider now the photon annihilation with production of the 

two neutral pions. In this case the diagrams similar to those 

14 

drawn 'l.n Fig.4 are present but with 91° external lines instead 

of y; ~ and W- ones. Their contributions to the matrix 

elements coincide with those found for the charged pions. 

However, the diagrams shown in Fig.6 are replaced only by one 

four-vertex diagram drawn in Fig.7. Its corresponding matrix 

element I is 

- ~ .Jflll . (22) 
1 = 3 ff e'i/# lt"'~~ -tJ/r/'-.Z(fl/i/rjJ/jJ!'JtJ~"(m:!-.frm,11))j_ 

As a result, the contribution to the I r ~ '11°Yl 0 amplitude 

from two four-vertex diagrams with nucleon loops turns otit to 

cancel completely with the contribution to this amplitude from the 

three-vertex diagram 4a. In this way we are convinced of that 

the diagrams with nucleon loops do not affect the amplitude 

of the process J' a~ 97' fll" in the e~;:;:l order. 
59 

5. IJle co!ll!l,W!!iiO!LQ!~W!!!Lm!9...!£!!!2.!l§. 

Until now we have considered only nucleon loops when 

calculating the quantity pffr'J. An interaction with other 

baryons may be analyzed in a similar manner. However, as will be 

shown below, taking account of interaction with other terms 

of the baryon octet little affects the quantity j3 (NJ • 

The corresponding diagrams are shown in Fig. a. note 

that the number of the four-vertex diagrams is twice as many as 

those of the three-vertex ones due to participation of 1\ partic

le in the first diagrams. The contributions from these diagrams 

15 



will be calculated in a way similro· to that described in our 

previous paper 3 ~ 
The new nstrong" vertices are connected with the W ;V vertex 

through the relations ( see Jb,lJ,l4 ) : 

l!ffiZ:I= J:; ; lf~.r~~i== 3Js i _:!J~:::si= Ji ,· !rr~'IV "'rf (2J) 

Now it is easy to see that taking account of the contributions 

of all the terms of the baryon octet reduces to multiplying of 

j3(#Jby the following quantity 

.i /'1, ) .z '16(1'1. ) 2 I+- !!(!!N). f i.l r__:.v./ - - _'J,I ~ 0 !15 
3 11£ 3 (/1:;: 21 M(ct.) ' 

(24) 

As a result, J(B) becomes 

(25) 
j3 (!3} 0;99 

For the /if_.. 97"9r"the interaction with the whole baryon 

octet is as nonessential as that w:lth nucleons only. The pion

kaon interaction can be neglected because allowing for this 

interaction results in a small correction of the type o((!Jf,:/) 
to the pion-loop contribution ;lW}(tj1 'J2 ) 

16 

J 

6. i2iS~§.SiQ.!U!.Ltl!._L!~!!lt.§. 

At the present time an extensive literature exists which is 

devoted to various approaches of the theoretical description of 

the process {(--W'if ( see e.g. 15- 17 ). Leaving aside many 

aspects of this process described in detail in review articles 

15-16 , we now consider briefly the pion polarizability following 

from the formulae we have already obtained. 

The pion polarizability o(~ is defined as the coefficient 

of effective interaction of a pion with an external electromagne-

tic field 15-l(j 

v. f =- ~W(£.Z-fl2l trz. fl I. (26) 

It is interesting to note that it follows from the structure 

of formula (5) for the amplitude of 0~ -'1ifi/ that . the 

electric and magnetic pion polarizabilities are equal to each 

other in magnitude and are opposite in sign ( see Appen"'::: :;::) • 

The coefficient oly; i:o exJlressed via the quantities Q' 

and J3 entering into amplitude (5) in the follow:lng way 15 

17 



ol~~ =d~!ff;'l:J/ =:~:/{P(JT}(o}f_;3r!3J)=o, . .fi ~3 
'!tr:~o 

u( Ji7" ·-=~I" (ft ~)/ ~ ,1 O;ft~/S(Yil[o) = - c;cJ~ 'Y;113 I 

/t 1.: =0 

v:here 
(-';: f x) 

u( = 4-w- = .'/13 7 

(27) 

(28) 

Now we compare our results with the va.lues for the pion 

pola:rizabHity obtai ned by Terent 1 ev 15 with the use of current 

algebra and PCAC conditions: 

o!~l = d; 16' "'/;.113 h- o( y;-o = 0 

(29) 

For the charged pion both of the results differ little 

especially if one neglects the hyperon influence which is not 

ta..lcen into account in 15 • For the neutral pions we have obtained 

essentially different result xx) · 

x) To make the ]Rrameter J" dimensionless it is natural to use 

the pion mass square<l in the enerr,y range unde:c consideration. 

Then it· is found that ;rr'J' = :Z a( with the very good accuracy. The 

quantity !1l:J is just that small paraneter which we always ob

tain in the two first orders of pertrubation ex-ransion ( see also 
ref. J ). 

xx)Almost the same value for o!wt has been found in the 

quark models for quark:; of char~Y,e 1/J a.s well (see ref. 18). 

II 

It is interesting to investigate the influence of the pion

loop contributions on the threshold behaviour of the functions 

d9Jf,(flf.:)• In processing experimental cla ta one should 

bear in mind that the function J3 ('11) f'{i'{z} 

the threshold energy region so that at r;ttf-< 

varies rapidly in 

= J' m :t the rnagni-
tudes of d'lit. lft"/.t) and o(9iJ (fff-tJ beooffle equal to each 

other and exceed more than twice the magnitude of o{ 
91

!. (o J . 

oe517 t(J'm2)=tJ,.3~ 'im3, o!y;,;(Zm2)==0;36" ';/mJ (JO) 

As to the total orcs s sections of the proces:1 ( ( -. y;-;;-, 

we notice only that the cross section for ({-Yi'W-little changes 

15 ·~· as compared with that calculated in 'for the process rr·..-Yin 
the cross section differs from zero though being considerably 

smaller than that for !if-? W r k- ( in 15 the value: Cj{~»"Fp 
has been found). 

A more detailed consideration of the behaviour of the 

J"rf-?YI!il amplitude in eneres regions of physical interest 

will be dealt with in subsequent papers of the authors. 

In conclusion the authors express thel.r deep gratitude to 

D.I.Blokhintsev for his interest in Vlcrk and th~.s to V.!.i.Budnevt 

S.B.Geragimov, D.V.Shirkov and V.V.Serebryakov for fruitful 

discussions. 
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f!PPE1J!1ll_l 

The -*" y;- interaction Lagrangian in the order 

in an arbitrary parametrization has the form 

i/r;,Z 
so 

L =-(~A £r2:fro ~( J 70/- {' m~I/J 1)1]: sPY' Jj 7 ,1'17 /]" ' 

(A.U) 

where .., :1/ {? - .f/ 
(_ (!_ = '3 , w - /i respectively for the Gursey and 

Weinberg parametrizations. The change Cc ..... Cw little affects 

the final results. We have preferred here the Gursey parametriza

tion asthis one is connected naturally with the geometry of 

curved isospace of Goldstone fields ( the choice of pion coordina

tes along geodesics). There also exists a parametrization-

independent definition of the mass term of chiral Lagrangian 

based on the use of the linear realization of chiral symmetry 
19 

The obtained within this approach coefficient (7 in (A.I.l) 

coincides with C w . 

Note also that independently of the group considerations 

there exist the physical arguments in favour of bounds 

on possible values of the constant C. 
Assuming that the ~~ scattering phases independent of 
. " r Oa J . the plon mass at enerr;ies ~ ;t W ry;- do not alter thelr 

signs up to the threshold energy values ( the smoothness hypothe

sis), we get the following constraints on the scattering lengths: 

(la'' == ('OI1.d(3-SC)~O, (C'clt,vto:.;;;::_~) 
rr 

Cf ;;:_ =- - ('c' II,!.' f 2 {' ~ C) ( CM 5' t .> 0) 
0 
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This results in the possible values for the constant C 

0 ~· {' !' 3<5-

Finally, we write down the amplitude (5) for an arbitrary 

constant C 

.J'1V ( fl v' ' "1 7;1' == _teZ(c[,6' -c&<Y J;t'J !F«"'- fob - /!_; ;;; f-
. A 9't ;;1 f.: 

'd r r"t. 0- -"'" '!'/" J/ f M '}~ H) - _1J!J, 1 /' ('ii rfd .. ;J J + 
- 'l.!.!l- ] 3- ;t;?(Z 

f ~e-Z~<Y J;t Yfj-"'f;c;; -r/f/') !; -e- '/f'~Ym~ /(wrft :t·J, 
[ .t~ - 'lttfV;n"} 

~r~ID:!IX_ll 

177./'fv 
The amplitude I till in the order 

one gauge-invariant combination 

t?')f.-:t contains only 
J1l 

M ./" . " ( ./-1 ,; .; ./"') c4 4 j' {rC/.t- '/t 1r · (A. II.l) 

This results in that the defined in this order electric and 

magnetic pion polarizabilities are the same in magnitude and 

opposite in sign. 
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Indeed, if the amplitude can be written in the form 

M = Clt;).i ,.)..: t4 4) + g ( 4 J-!z) ' (A.II.2) 

where w, - the photon eneru > E'.f '"'f o, 4.J , 
~<1(:.:--44) At· =fiJ;xf!t·J, then the quantity cr will 

determine the electric pion polarizability, the quantity 8 -
the magnetic one 16 

Now let us reduce both ( A. II.l) and (A. II. 2) to one and 

the same form and ex'[lress t:( and 8 through C , Formula 

(A,II.l) can easily be written as follows 

M == c {- tJ1 01. (t- t'ol'&}(~~)- ( fif_t)r4_1t)), (A,II,J) 

On the other hand, using the well~nown relation 

{ 4 X 1i } f 4 " 1:. ] = ( 4 ~ )( ~ ~) -( tft 4t J( iz 4) , 
formula (A.II,2) can be written as 

11 = (a ... tfCtJ;S'&)wJtJ_.r~:~J- Rr4ftJf4.'f~J. 
(A.II,4 ) 

Comparing (A.II.J) and (A,I!.4), we get 

C=i?=-a. 
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